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EDITORIAL 
5 THE REGIONAL COUNCILS AND THEIR CHALLENGES. The partition and the organitzation oi 
Catatonía with the institutionalization oí the regions, making supramunicipals and creating counciis, are 
boundaries long wished for and ctaimed for. But there hasn't been a whole agreement ío obtain them, 
besides they have started without knowing exactly their functions and rivaln'es. 
EDITING 
12 THE STOCKBREEDERS OF GIRONA, FACING EUROPE, by Pau Lanao. 
The integration of spain in the C.M. is a long and hard process. The author analyses the last two years, 
centralizing on the drastic reconversión of the agricultura and stoci<breBding sectors which has 
brought up the confrontation of many farmers and producers wlth the admlnistration which has been 
call&d, «The milk war». 
DOSSIER 
20 MIGUEL SANTALO, GEOGRAPHER, PEDAGOGUE AND POLITICIAN. TRAJECTORY OF A MAN FROM 
THE REGIÓN OF THE EMPORDA (1887-1962), by J. Clara, J. Vita, J. Puigbert, S. Coquard, P. Cornelia 
and X. Casadamont. 
This year commemorates the centenniai of the birth of Silvestre Santató i Parvorell an outstanding man 
both in his social and personal trajectory. The Dossier includes cotlaborations of studions peopte of his 
books, friends of politicat ventares, and his pupils at the teachers training college. The meaning of his 
is described and analysed with the triple overftowing of geographer tecturer and politician, making a 
profound study of the knowledge of this man. 
DEMOGRAPHY 
57 A RECENT DEMOGRAPHIC EVOLUTION ON THE LAND OF THE REGIÓN OF GIRONA (1975-1986), by 
Anna Cabré and Enric Mendizabal. An anatyticat survey on the demographic movements in the región 
of Girona during the last decade with comparativa an graphic charts about the growing and aging of 
the City in this p&riod. 
GEOGRAPHY 
63 THE NONE FUNCTIONAL PARTS OF THE MUNICIPAL MAP OF THE NORTH-EAST OF CATALONIA. 
In this article Xavier Mafeu the geographer studies the evolution of the municipal map of catalonia. the 
none functional parts of the territory, the model map of the municipal, and the conflicts of its limits. 
SCIENCE 
68 THE FOREST IN REBERA, AN ENVIRONMENT TO PRESERVE, by Josep Mas, Llufs Vilar and Xavier 
Viñas. 
In this article the different types of woods in the ribera are contemplated, which build up an habitat 
amongst the most specific characteristic surroundings. They aiso consider the process of the torrentiai 
rivers which motívate the anthracitic atmosphere there, In particular the river onyar. 
LETTERS 
75 EXPRESSIONS AND SAYINGS FROM THE REGIÓN OF GIRONA, by David Caselles and Jordi 
Coraminas. 
Up to the present day there is no exlsting exhaustivo study of expressions and sayings of the catalán 
language. The authors make their contributlon by giving a little vocabulary on idioms from the reglón 
of Girona. To carry out this task they have basad themselves on references of several books which 
handle this theme in general also a collection of phrases taken from the spoken language, mostly from 
oíd people. 
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HISTORY 
81 THE GUIXOLENC CORK CUTTERS IN THE XVIII CENTURY, by Benet Julia. 
A study on the cork cutting profession in Sant Feliu de Guíxols in the XVIII century gives us new 
Information about activity of this craft. Starting with documents from this period they have 
reconstructed the whole cork Ufe of that period. 
ARTS 
88 HEADING TOWARDS A WORTHY MUNICIPAL MUSEUM IN CADAOUES, by Miquol Gil. 
This article gives an overall Idea of the beginning, its vicissitudes and the futura of the musaum in 
Cadaques. Throught this context we are glven a description of the geography, hlstory and art of this 
village, its international fama and its indisputable Importance in the worid of art. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
97 A RENOVATED VISION OF CATALÁN FEUDALISM, by Jordi Canal. 
«The fortation and spreading of catalán feudalism», editad carefully by Jaume Porteiia, collects the acts 
conferences organized by the unlversity of Girona in january 1985. This article pays homage to 
Santiago Sobrequós i Vidal, a medievalist from Girona. The summary fuily sltuates feudalism on a Une 
of study both productiva and renovating. 
